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B
acterial spores are quite fascinating
biological systems. In their dormant
state, which can persist even thou-

sands of years, they are extremely resistant
to environmental stress factors including
heat, radiation, and desiccation.1,2 Spore
capability of enduring to extremely harsh
conditions derives from its complex archi-
tecture, in which an external multishell-type
structure (the coat) surrounds a central dry
core containing the bacteria genome,3�6 as
schematically depicted in Figure 1a. These
features have inspired a large variety of
technological applications. Recently, the
strong water responsivity of spores has
been used to build an energy-harvesting
device able to generate electrical power
from an evaporating body of water.7 More
mature spores' applications regard instead
spore surface display technology3 for the pro-
duction of biocatalists, biosensors,3,8�12 and
vaccine development.10 Clearly, an under-
standing of spore coat organization is a crucial
issue for a successful development of these
spore-based applications. A deeper under-
standing of the coat architecture is also man-
datory for developing coat-disassembling

strategies of pathogenic spores like Bacillus
anthracis, also used as a bioterrorism
weapon.13,14 In literature, many papers can
be found regarding spore surface character-
ization, mainly performed by atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM).15 Chemical anal-
ysis of the spore coat has been instead
performed by Western blot analysis of solu-
bilized extracts from the spore coat, a tech-
nique which obviously implies a complete
loss of information about the chemicals'
distribution on the spore surface. Although
it could represent a particularly challenging
issue, having a spatially resolved informa-
tion which correlates the morphological
spore surface features with their related
chemical fingerprints can provide a deeper
insight into spore coat architecture. Tip-
enhancedRaman scattering (TERS) is expected
to provide such information by combining the
advantages of surface-enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS) with those of a scanning
probe microscopy like AFM. In TERS, a me-
tallic (or metaled) tip is illuminated by a
tightly focused laser beam. The metal tip
acts as a highly localized nanoantenna able
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ABSTRACT Tip-enhanced Raman Scattering (TERS) has recently emerged as a powerful spectroscopic

technique capable of providing subdiffraction morphological and chemical information on samples. In this

work, we apply TERS spectroscopy for surface analysis of the Bacillus subtilis spore, a very attractive

biosystem for a wide range of applications regulated by the spore surface properties. The observed spectra

reflect the complex and heterogeneous environment explored by the plasmonic tip, therefore exhibiting

significant point-to-point variations at the nanoscale. Herein, we demonstrate that TERS data processing

via principal component analysis allows handling such spectral changes, thus enabling an unbiased correlative imaging based on TERS. Our experimental

outcomes suggest a denser arrangement of both proteins and carbohydrates on specific spore surface regions simultaneously revealed by AFM phase

imaging. Successful TERS analysis of spores' surface is useful for bacterial surface-display systems and drug delivery applications.

KEYWORDS: tip-enhanced Raman scattering . Bacillus subtilis . chemical imaging . principal component analysis (PCA)
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to provide a strong amplification of the Raman signal
via localized plasmon resonances excited at the tip
apex.16,17 Therefore, this technique combines the chem-
ical fingerprint recognition provided by Raman spec-
troscopy with a nanoscale near-field resolution. The
simultaneous recording of both topographical and
chemical information provided by TERS technique
has, in very recent years, allowed a deeper insight
into the surface properties of many systems at the
nanoscale,18,19 including biosystems.20�26 In particu-
lar, TERS analysis has been focused on the investigation
of DNA- and RNA-based systems,27�34 as well as
protein-related systems.17,35�37 Recently, notable pro-
gress has also been achieved for more complex biosys-
tems such as single amyloid fibril,38 alginates,39 insulin
protofilaments,40 virus,41 and hemozoin crystals42 as
well as synthetic43 or real cellular membranes.44�48

Herein, we demonstrate that TERS technique is
capable shedding light on spore coat organization
when processing the surface maps through advanced
statistical tools. In particular, this work concerns TERS
investigation of spores from wild-type Bacillus subtilis

bacteria, which are often considered as amodel system
for spore-forming bacteria.3 The complexity and het-
erogeneity of bacterial spore surface structure requires

a careful analysis of the spectral features revealed in
TERS spectroscopy. Remarkably, despite the fact that
TERS surface scans are characterized by spectral fea-
tures spatially varying on the nanoscale and difficult to
interpret, we are able to discriminate the relevant
characteristics of spore surface chemistry by taking
advantage of basis analysis (BA)49 and principal com-
ponents analysis (PCA),50,51 which allow us to generate
statistically significant TERS-based chemical maps.
The PCA maps result in strong correlation with the
nanoscopic-resolved observation provided by the si-
multaneous AFMphasemapping, independently provid-
ing a spatial distribution of the surface composition,
adhesion, friction, and viscoelastic properties of the cell,
hence, a signature of a chemical differentiation. From
a posteriori reconstruction of the statistically relevant
Raman spectra, we speculate about themolecular spatial
distribution along the so-called spore ridges, readily
distinguishable in the scanning electron micrograph
shown in Figure 1b along the spore long-axis. The ridge's
function is probably connected to the spore capability to
accommodate volume changes occurring during spore
core dehydration and rehydration.52 Our results point out
adenser arrangementof proteinswith an increasedouter
concentration of carbohydrates along the ridge.

Figure 1. (a) Cartoon of the wild-type B. subtilis architecture: the central region defines the spore core containing calcium
dipicolinate (CaDPA),3 which houses the genomic material and protects it from the environment (see the Supporting
Information). The core is surrounded by three main regions: an inner membrane, an outer cortex mainly composed of
peptidoglycans, and finally an outermost multishell structure called coat. (b) SEM image of fully dehydrated B. subtilis spores
(scale bar: 500 nm): spore surface exhibits characteristic ridges resulting from volume contraction due to the core
dehydration. (c) Sketch of the TERS tip used in this work: it is a commercial AFM tip on which 14 nm Au-NPs are deposited
upon ultrahigh vacuum conditions. (d) (1) Representative TERS signal from wild-type B. subtilis spore on tip-engaged
status (incident power P=50 μW, integration time τ=2 s); (2) control TERS signal acquired in a clean part of the glass coverslip
(P= 50 μW, τ= 2 s); (3) spectrumof the spore acquired after tip retraction in the same position of trace (1). (e) (1) A typical SERS
signal of the B. subtilis spore acquired usingAg colloids as SERS substrate (P = 50 μW, τ= 4 s); (2) conventional confocal Raman
spectrum of a B. subtilis spore (P = 500 μW, τ = 30 s).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The TERS setupwe used is based on theWITec Alpha
300 system and consisted of an AFM system mounted
on an inverted Ramanmicroscope (see the Supporting
Information, Figure S1). For excitation, a linearly polar-
ized laser at 532 nm was focused on the sample
through a 60� dry objective (NA = 0.8). Under this
operative condition, a beam waist of 370 nm was
accurately measured at the laser focus. For TERS anal-
ysis, 50 μL of a water suspension of mature PY79 wild-
type spores at a concentration of 105 spore/mL were
pipetted on a clean microscope glass coverslip and
left to dry at ambient conditions. The coverslip was
mounted on a 3D piezo-scanner (P-500, Physik
Instrumente) above the optical microscope. TERS tips
were provided by Next-Tip S. L. (Madrid, Spain). They
consisted of commercial AFM tips with elastic constant
of∼2.8 N/m and resonance frequency at ca. 75 kHz on
which controlled-size gold nanoparticles (Au-NPs)
were deposited upon ultrahigh vacuum conditions. A
schematical representation is given in Figure 1c. As
demonstrated in previous works, the deposition of
nanometric Au-NPs increases the resolution in both
topography53 and Kelvin probe force microscopy or
surface potential microscopy.54,55 In our case, larger Au
nanoparticles with a diameter∼14 nmwere deposited
on Si-based tips as a compromise between large-
enough surface-enhanced Raman signal and reason-
ably accurate spatial resolution. Such a procedure gave
rise to high-performance, reliable, and stable TERS tips.
Before TERS investigation, AFM mapping was per-

formed to ensure tip engagement with laser off. In
particular, in order to prevent tip-induced artifacts
caused by the interaction of the tip with the relatively
soft spore surface, AFM analysis was performed in
tapping mode. Then, tip engagement was iteratively
corrected with laser on. Subsequently, the tip was
moved to the desired position and optimum spectro-
scopic signal enhancement was searched, while the tip
was retained under approaching conditions, by finely
matching the laser focus with the tip apex by means of
a piezo-driver controlling the focusing objective. This
procedure was facilitated by the observation of the
Raman signal from the bulk Si of the tip. Once signal
optimization was achieved, the TERS signal was col-
lected. For comparison, a Raman signal was collected
under tip-retracted conditions as well.
The results of this procedure are reported in

Figure 1d. In particular, trace 1 corresponds to the TERS
spectrum Itip‑in acquiredwith the tip in contact with the
sample; trace 2 corresponds to the signal Itip acquired
with the tip placed on a cleanpart of the glass coverslip;
finally trace 3 reports the background far-field signal
Itip‑out acquired under tip retracted conditions (retaining
the other experimental conditions). Interestingly, the
latter signal exhibited no significant Raman peaks, as a
consequence of the low Raman activity of the spore

and the relatively low excitation power and integra-
tion time, respectively P = 50 μW and τ = 2 s. On the
contrary, under the enhancement conditions provided
by the tip, the TERS spectrum revealed many bands in
the region between 600 and 1600 cm�1 (trace 1), along
with the silicon-bulk-tip peak at 520 cm�1. These bands
mainly arise from the external coat of the spore, with
minimal contribution from amorphous carbon ad-
sorbed on the tip surface as confirmed by acquiring
the signal Itip (Figure 1d, trace 2). It is also worth
noticing that TERS spectra were remarkably different
from the confocal Raman spectrum of the spore re-
ported in trace 2 of Figure 1e: in this case, the spectrum
reflects the average bulk Raman response mainly
dominated by the calcium dipicolinate contained in
the inner spore core. Instead, TERS spectrum presents
several enhanced features also present in the B. subtilis
spore SERS spectrum that was measured in an inde-
pendent experiment with a silver colloidal substrate56

(trace 1 of Figure 1e). Clearly, the common enhanced
features reflect the same surface origin of both SERS
and TERS signals. On the other hand, the difference
that can be seen between the SERS and TERS spectra
mainly reflects the difference between the far-field
information provided by SERS (integral laser scattering
area) against the near-field information provided by
TERS (local scattering at the tip position). It should be
also pointed out that, once the tip approach was
completed, the TERS signal was quite stable (within
the noise) even for tens of seconds. In particular, we did
not observe the TERS signals fluctuactions reported in
other investigations (e.g., refs 28,43, and 46). As re-
ported by Neugebauer et al.,46 excluding the eventual
contribution to tip oxidation/contamination, TERS sig-
nals fluctuactions in biosystems are mainly due to the
dynamic of molecules near the tip-apex so that their
presence/absence strongly depends on the fluidity of
the investigated biosurface,43 as well as by the envi-
ronment in which it lies. Therefore, the absence of
fluctuations of TERS signal could be likely ascribed, in
our case, by the fact that bacterial spores do not have
an external soft membrane (as a vegetative cells) but
rather an electron-dense outer layer (the coat). In such
a structure, a quite reduced mobility can be expected
from the layer molecules. It also should be noticed that
ourmeasurementswere performedondry sample, and
this probably contributed to the reduction of the
diffusion capability of molecules near the tip region.
Signal stability was an important prerequisite to get
reliable and quantitative experimental outcomes.
By comparing the near-field interaction spectrum INF

and the far-field background signal intensity IFF at a
given spectral position, it is possible to estimate the so-
called optical contrast OC through the relation:39

OC ¼ INF
IFF

¼ Itip-in � Itip-out � Itip
Itip-out

(1)
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By evaluating the intensity of the peak at 1001 cm�1,
we obtained a value OC = 55. From this, we estimated
the field enhancement factor g through the relation57

OC ¼ ANF

AFF
g4 (2)

where ANF and AFF represent, respectively, the tip-
enhanced and confocal scattering area. In a conserva-
tive approach, we have assumed ANF = πr2∼ 310 nm2,
where r defines an effective radius of the metaled
tip estimated, as discussed below, by considering the
spatial resolution evidenced by TERS mapping and the
geometry of the tip apex. The scattering area was
instead measured by knife-edge scanning of the laser
beam at the focus plane, which gave AFF = 4.3 �
105 nm2. Therefore, we derive g ∼ 17, which is in
reasonable agreement with other values reported in
literature.34,57,58

In order to test the surface chemical heterogeneity,
we acquired TERS spectra by positioning the tip in
several points of the spore surface. Figure 2a shows the
preliminary (laser off) AFM phase-map of the particular
spore analyzed. While ridges along the surface of
the spore were clearly evidenced in the phase-map,
the corresponding topography did not show any
relevant morphological features since the spore was
probably still partially hydrated.52 Interestingly, near-
field TERS probing exhibited a marked point-to-point
variation but also common spectral features in many
spectra. As can be seen from Figure 2b, characteristic
Raman bands were found to lie in the range between
500 and 1600 cm�1, and these can be attributed to
well-known vibrational groups, as reported in Table 1.
Instead, features in the spectral range between 1640
and 1690 cm�1 were only occasionally visible in the
TERS spectra. This circumstance seems to confirm the

general finding reported in many previous TERS
investigations.59�61 However, the absence of sharp
peaks in this region could be also ascribed to the
simultaneous presence of many proteins within the
enhancing tip region, likely giving rise to broad spec-
tral features rather than sharp peaks.
As reported in ref 6, biochemical assays performed

on spore extracts have pointed out a coat protein
composition particularly rich in tyrosine and cysteine
amino acids, whereas carbohydrates and lipids were
present only in a small relative concentration of 5%w/w,
apparently in contrast with the frequent occurrence of
carbohydrate-related spectroscopic signatures in our
TERS spectra. Our finding can be explained by spec-
ulating that the glycosides groups in both glycopro-
teins and carbohydrates are concentrated in the
outermost coat shell, termed crust,3 thereby experien-
cing a relatively high enhancement upon tip contact.
Such interpretation is indeed consistent with the elec-
tron microscopy results reported by Waller at al. found

Figure 2. (a) AFMphasemap of awhole spore acquired in tappingmode (scale bar = 500 nm, step-size = 20 nm): bright (dark)
zones correspond to a positive (negative) phase-lag, namely to regions of higher (lower) stiffness. (b) Near-field (normalized)
TERS spectra acquired in four selected positions over the spore coat, corresponding to the cross-marks in (a): in order to
emphasize the relevant Raman features, background signal is identified by a fourth-order polynomial fitting routine and
consequently subtracted.

TABLE 1. Tentative Assignment of the Main TERS Bands

Observed in This Work

obsd shift (cm�1) assignment ref

830 νas(O�P�O), νring(C�C) (Tyr) 44, 38, 46
930 δ(C�C�O) 39
1001 ν(C�C) (aromatic ring) (Phe) 46, 44
1030 ν(C�C) 46, 44
1091 νs(PO2), glycosidic ring breathing 46, 44, 39, 48
1128 glycosidic ring breathing 39
1205 ν(CO�O�C), νas(PO2), amide III (Tyr, Phe) 46 44 48,
1338 amide II (Trp) 46
1373 νs(COO

�), δ(CH3) 39 44,
1445 δ(CH2), δ(CH3) 44
1546 amide II 44
1574 amide II (Phe, Trp) 38
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on ruthenium red stained B. subtilis, which evidenced
the presence of an external glycoprotein layer sur-
rounding the spore.62

An important issue addressed in the present work
relies on the generation of TERS-based images corre-
lated with AFM maps. For particular samples like
carbon nanotubes which exhibit very well-identifiable
spectral markers, this analysis can be straightforward,
and an example is discussed in the Supporting Infor-
mation (Figure S2). On the other hand, when dealing
with complex systems (such as biosystems), the gen-
eration of TERS maps reporting the spatial distribution
of Raman intensity integrated over an assigned band
may give rise to false interpretations, since often the
presence/absence of only one spectral feature is not
informative. A complex molecular diversity, on the
nanoscale, may hamper dramatically the identification
of a significant spectral label for constructing really

informative TERS maps. Even more difficult is correlat-
ing TERS imaging with other nanoscopic observations,
like the viscoelastic properties reflected in the AFM
phase maps. Recently, Richter et al. reported on a TERS
investigation of human colon cancer cells (HT29).48 The
TERS spectra, acquired on a 162 nm � 270 nm area,
were analyzed by using a statistical approach based
on an algorithm (N-FINDR) which decomposes each
acquired spectrum as a superposition of endmembers,
selected as the most dissimilar spectra spanning
the largest volume in the spectral space. With this
approach, the authors highlighted the presence of
protein and lipid domains in the cell membrane.
No correlation with AFM maps was searched for
though. Later, the paper by Pozzi et al.20 suggested
the necessity of adopting advanced data analysis tools
like principal component analysis to unravel the in-
formation provided by TERS spectra acquired during
surface scans. With this in mind, we decided to analyze
TERS maps making use of statistical tools such as basis
analysis and principal component analysis.
TERSmapswere acquired by using a low laser power

(∼50 μW) in order to avoid sample photodamage. The
occurrence of sample photodamage was checked by
monitoring the Raman signal stability under prolonged
(∼30 min) laser exposure. To compensate the intrinsic
low Raman activity of this biological sample,63 we used
an integration time of ca. 2 s. We found the thick

(∼600 nm) structure of the spore to dramatically affect
the optimal matching required for TERS between the
laser beam focus and the tip. Inmore detail, once finely
tuned the TERS signal at one fixed position, displacing
the tip at distances above a hundred of nanometers
from that position, led to the complete loss of the
backscattered TERS signal, eventually disabling any
successful TERS mapping when scanning areas larger
than 150 nm (of side) over the spore surface. Therefore,
we limited TERS mapping to sampling windows with
side of∼120 nm. This was also necessary for controlling

the simultaneous acquisitions of AFM phase maps and
TERS data in a reproducible fashion. Numerous TERS
maps were acquired in different regions. Then we
focused our attention on the ridges evidenced in
AFM-phase map of B. subtilis spore bacteria.
Spore ridges, mainly extended along the spore long

axis (Figure 1b), are commonly observed in AFM-height
maps of fully dehydrated spores and are thought to be
associated with the spore volume contracting upon
core dehydration,64 which is also consistent with their
almost complete disappearance under high environ-
mental humidity.52 In our case, only minimal ridge-like
structureswere observed in AFM-heightmaps, which is
consistent with an incipient core dehydration. Instead,
highly contrasted ridges were observed in the AFM-
phase map (Figure 2a). These features correspond
to surface regions exhibiting different interactions
with the near-field probe. Micro- and nanotextured
AFM-phase maps have been reported in literature for
several spore strains.65,66 These maps are generally
considered more useful than the simple surface topo-
graphy to discriminate among different spore strains.66

To the best of our knowledge, no information is
actually reported on the surface distribution of chemi-
cals on the coat related to the spore ridges. In
order to provide insight on the surface ridge observed
in our investigation, TERS maps were acquired
across the ridge borders, i.e., approximately around
the boundaries defined by the zero-phase crossing lines
in the phase map.
By mapping the phase of the oscillating cantilever in

tapping mode, AFM phase imaging detects spatial
variations in material composition and properties like
adhesion, friction and viscoelasticity, thereby differen-
tiating regions of high and low surface adhesion
or hardness. We started from the hypothesis that a
chemical diversity existed between ridges and other
spore regions consistently with the different viscoelas-
ticity (or composition) detected in the phase map
(Figure 2a). Therefore, we applied TERS imaging pro-
tocols based on selected peak intensity maps, zone-
average basis spectra, and principal component anal-
ysis to highlight this difference. Figure 3a shows the
TERS spectra acquired along a row of a 120 nm �
120 nm raster scan performed with step of 20 nm. The
corresponding row in the phase map is highlighted in
red in Figure 3b. In addition, the TERS spectra corre-
sponding to all points of the raster scan are also
provided in the Supporting Information (Figure S3).
Interestingly, TERS spectra of Figure 3a, although
acquired in consecutive positions, exhibited a
marked point-to-point variation. The colormap empha-
sizes some details. These reproducible spectral varia-
tion indicated a lateral resolution in the scanned
surface-chemistry, comparable with the scale of the
scan step (20 nm).20 We used one-half pixel size of the
scan as effective radius of the near-field probe apex
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to estimate the OC quantity previously introduced
in eq 2.
The TERS spectra acquired along the surface raster

scan of Figure 3b were first processed by evaluating
the strengths of selected Raman bands, as shown in
Figure 3c. Figure 3c reports the maps corresponding
to Tyrosine peak at 830 cm�1, the peak at 930 cm�1

due to glycans/carbohydrates, and the aspecific fea-
ture around 1570 cm�1 (mainly due to proteins) pro-
minent in several TERS spectra (Figure S3, Supporting
Information). The colormap is built by scaling to one
themaximum (white) level. None of them suggests any
direct correspondence to the phasemap,meaning that
the selected peaks are not able to provide the required
information about the chemical spatial diversity ex-
pected for the two zones of Figure 3b. Similar results
have been obtained for all observed spectral features.
The large variability of the TERS spectra due to the
heterogeneity of the environment explored by the tip
made the application of BA difficult as well, since the
choice of the basis functions was not trivial. However,
an attempt was made by imposing as basis functions
the average spectra of the two zones appearing in the
phase map across the ridge and indicated as zones

1 and 2 (Figure 4b). Such average TERS spectra are
shown in Figure 4a. The corresponding BC maps are
shown on the right part of same panel (Figure 4a). By
this choice, we were able to recognize a spatial dis-
tribution in the BC maps to some extent correlated
with the phase-map zones, again reported in Figure 4b
just to facilitate the comparison between images. In
particular, the basis component map BC2, obtained by
projecting the weight of the zone-2 average spectrum
(the ridge) along the scan grid, seems to be roughly
confined in zone 2, whereas the BC1 map, correspond-
ing to the zone-1 average, appears to be spread also
in zone 2. Therefore, the results in part confirm the
effective average chemical diversity of the two zones.
However, it is worth noting that the basis analysis
allowed us to reproduce to some extent the spatial
distribution of the phasemap only thanks to our biased
a priori knowledge of the regions to differentiate as
evidenced by the independent AFM signal.
Therefore, we carried out a PCA analysis on the same

TERS data. With respect to BA (or other algorithm-
based analyses like the N-FINDER48), the PCA approach
presents advantages and disadvantages. For sure, BA
constitutes amore direct and intuitive approach, being

Figure 3. (a) Waterfall representation of TERS spectra acquired with 20 nm step along the horizontal line highlighted by the
red rectangle in the phasemap zoomof panel (b) (P=50μW, τ=2 s). (b) AFMphasemapanddetailed zoomof a selected spore
region across a spore ridge: the dashed line defines the border between two zones around the zero-crossing. In particular,
zone 2 (exhibiting an higher stiffness) corresponds to a surface ridge. (c) TERSmapswere obtained by projecting the intensity
of Ramanpeaks at 812, 930, and 1570 cm�1, as indicated in the labels. Scale bar = 20nm. Color bar: L = low level, H =high level.
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the basis functions real spectra (or average of spectra)
with known spectral features. On the other hand, the
successful application of this approach is conditioned
by the choice of good basis functions, ideally the
spectra of the pure chemicals present in the sample.
This is obviously not straightforward in complex bio-
logical environments and surely requires the acquisi-
tion of a relevant number of spectra to properly
represent all surface chemical components. By using
PCA, instead, each spectrum is decomposed in princi-
pal components (PCs), obtained by analyzing the
correlation of the spectral observables (i.e., intensity
values at given wavenumbers) (Methods). Each PC
takes into account the correlated variation of the
observables from spectrum to spectrum (i.e., from
point to point in Raman imaging). The weight of each
variable in a given PC is described by the respective PC
loading.50 This latter is not a real spectrum (it can even
present negative features in the case of anticorrelated
variables) but provides information on the origin of the
point-to-point variation deconvoluted by the correla-
tion analysis. Therefore, the analysis of PC loadings is,
in general, not trivial. On the other hand, PCA-based
spectral analysis does not require (in principle) the
acquisition of representative spectra. The contribution
of given chemicals (proteins, lipids, or carbohydrates) is
indeed provided by the correlation analysis. Therefore,
with respect to algorithms based on the direct decon-
volution of spectra, the PCA-based approach requires
the acquisition of a lower number of spectra. The result
of our analysis is shown in Figure 4c. The first three PCs
were found to account for more than 80% of the total
data variance. Significant maps were obtained by
retaining only these components. The first loading
spectrum revealed only the background contribution,
giving rise to a PC1mapnear uniformly spread over the
whole analyzed region. Second and third PC maps of
TERS data (PC2 and PC3, respectively) are reported in
Figure 4c, with corresponding loadings on the right.

The colormap is everywhere built by scaling to one the
maximum (white) level. Both PC2 and PC3 score maps
nicely resemble the AFM-phase map with higher score
corresponding to the ridge zone. A quantitative eva-
luation of map similarity has been performed by
calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient P67 be-
tween the two matrices associated with the images
(Supporting Information). This coefficient is equal to
1 for fully correlated images, �1 for anticorrelated
images, and 0 for not correlated images. In Table 2,
we report the calculated Pearson coefficients between
the AFM phase map and the PC score maps; for
comparison, the Pearson coefficient was also evalu-
ated for the BC1(2) maps as well for peak-intensity
based maps of Figure 3. As it is possible to see, while a
quite low P value (around zero) can be found for the
peak-intensity basedmaps, P values definitely increase
for the maps deriving from the BA and PCA analyses,
reaching 0.78 for PC2-map.
An understanding of the biochemical basis of differ-

entiation between the considered zones 1 and 2, as
highlighted by PCA, can be found by inspecting the
spectral features in PC2 and PC3 loadings (Figure 4c).
The PC2 loading consists of relatively wide features
that are systematically found on the ridge zone (see
detailed spectra in Figure S3, Supporting Information).
The continuity of the scanning process rules out the

Figure 4. (a) Average TERS spectra of zone 1 and 2 (from panel (b)) defined as basis functions for basis analysis: spectra are
labeled as the corresponding componentmaps BC1andBC2, respectively, shownon the right part of samepanel (a). (b) Detail
of the AFM phase map over the same window of 120 nm � 120 nm actually measured along TERS mapping across a spore
ridge. The dashed line highlights the boundary between two zones in the phase map of different stiffness: the ridge
corresponds to zone 2. Scale is everywhere 20 nm. (c) PC2 and PC3 score maps (related loadings on the right) resulting from
PCA analysis of same TERS data map acquired in the square region under consideration: PC-maps reveal a stronger spatial
correlation with the phase map in (b). Color bar: L = low level, H = high level.

TABLE 2. Pearson Correlation Coefficient between the

AFM-Phase Map Shown in Figure 3b and the Spec-

troscopic (Figure 3c) TERS Maps, as Well as the Maps

Obtained by Statistical analysis of TERS Data (Figure 4b)

Pearson coefficients

intensity maps BA maps PCA maps

I830 I930 I1570 BC1 map BC2 map PC2 map PC3 map

0.11 �0.04 �0.05 �0.29 0.45 0.78 0.69
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possibility of a carbonaceous contamination of the tip;
thus, these broad spectral features present in PC2 are
more likely ascribable to a denser arrangement of
protein amino acids across the ridge, as also evidenced
by the intense load on phenyl ring vibration around
1570 cm�1, hydrogen bonded β-turn at 1324 cm�1,
and phenylalanine at 1001 cm�1 (Figure 4c, PC2).
Analogously to PC2, also the PC3 map (Figure 4c)
presents important overlapping with the phase map
zone 2 (Figure 4b). The sharp spectral features of the
third loading (PC3) put into evidence variations in the
spectral regions concerning the Raman bands of sim-
ple carbohydrates, in particular in the 900�1100 cm�1

region, as well as amino acids related features (Table 1).
However, PC3 also exhibits some unspecific features
around 1400 cm�1 common to proteins, lipids, and
carbohydrates. We speculate that PC3 scoremap could
represent a higher concentration of simple sugars on the
ridge surface, responsible of the higher stiffness evi-
denced in the phase map. In this frame, the ridge might
act as a sort of chemical reservoir for bacteria after
sporulationof thedormant cell. The analysiswas repeated
in other regions across the ridge obtaining similar results
as reported in the Supporting Information, Figure S4. On
the other hand, in a phase-homogeneous region (i.e., not
across a ridge), the analysis of the related TERS signals was
characterized by score maps with no clustered-scores
areas (Supporting Information, Figure S5), probably

because of themore uniformdistribution of the surface
chemicals.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we report the first experimental appli-
cation of tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy on the
Bacillus subtilisbacterial spore.Wedemonstrate that by
taking advantage of advanced statistical tools like
principal component analysis, TERS-based imaging
maps can be correlated with AFM-phase maps, thus
allowing one to discriminate the relevant chemical dis-
tribution of this complex biological system, otherwise
nonintuitively identifiable. In particular, PCA provides
very informative, unbiased TERS maps not dependent
on the particular researcher's choice of the Raman peak
intensity (or basis spectrum) represented in the map.
This might be very useful for drawing solid conclusions
from TERS analysis of complex organisms like spores or
other cells. Supplying a robust methodology to the TERS
community may also support the diffusion of this tech-
nique in many fields of science, including biology and
biomedicine. In particular, our TERS imaging analysis
provides information about the chemicals' distribution
of the spore coat ridge. Sucha result represents afirst but
crucial step toward correlative surface-chemistry char-
acterization of spores via nanoscale spectroscopy. Our
analysis is of potential interest for bacterial surface-
display systems and for drug delivery applications.

METHODS

Data Processing. Basis Analysis. The application of basis
analysis49 (BA) relies on the deconvolution of each acquired
spectrum S(ν) into somehow selected spectra, termed basis
spectra Si(ν), according to

S(ν) ¼ ∑
i

aiSi(ν) (3)

Therefore, images are constructed by plotting the weight
coefficients (or components) ai(x, y) as a function of the spatial
coordinates (x, y) in the acquired hyperspectral data map.
As such, these maps clarify to what extent each basis function
well represents the observed initial spectrum as a function of
the scan parameters (x, y). Within this study, BA was per-
formed by using the WITec Project software,68 based on least-
squares minimization algorithm with positive constrained
coefficients.

Principal Component Analysis. Principal component anal-
ysis (PCA) is a statistical tool for the analysis of multidimensional
data sets.50 It is mathematically defined as an orthogonal linear
transformation mapping the initial data set into a new coordi-
nate system such that the greatest variance of the projected
data comes to lie on the first coordinate called first principal
component (PC1), the second greatest variance on the second
coordinate (PC2), and so on. Therefore, PCs are obtained via
a matrix transformation that maximizes data variance. PCA is
used to condense the information contained in a set of possibly
correlated variables (e.g., the observables associated with a
physical state) into a set of statistically more independent,
uncorrelated variables in the space of principal components.
The procedure of data transformation involves the diagonaliza-
tion of the covariance matrix of the initial data set; as a result,
the PCs are uncorrelated data and carry the most relevant

information among the initial data. The order of the PCs denotes
their importance in highlighting differences within the data
set. The linear combination coefficients of PCs in terms of the
original variables are named loadings and express the weight of
each original observable with respect to the global variance of
data. The coordinates of the original data sets in the PCs space
are instead referred as scores. When applied to Raman spectra,
scores are used for identifying and differentiating spectral data,
as, for instance, produced by repeated acquisitions or spatial
scans. Differences between spectra indicate PC loading peaks in
specific spectral positions that can be used to spot the corre-
lated spectral features produced in a spatial scan. It worth
noticing that spectral features which do not exhibit significant
point-to-point variance (being, e.g., associated with a uniform
distribution of chemicals in the sample) do not appear in the PC
loadings. Usually, the first three PCs are able to condensate
more than 70% of the initial data information. In this work, PCA
was performed by using subroutines available in the software
Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc.). TERS spectra were pretreated by
using a custom-made routine developed in order to eliminate
spurious cosmic rays contributions and to subtract a fourth-
order polynomial background contribution.
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